Stimulation of intercellular communication of poor-communicating cells by gap-junction-competent cells enhances the HSV-TK/GCV bystander effect in vitro.
We have previously shown that gap-junctional intercellular communication (GJIC) appears to play a role in the bystander effect that is observed in anticancer suicide gene therapy mediated by herpes simplex virus (HSV) thymidine kinase (tk) and ganciclovir (GCV). We now report that when connexin-expressing (Cx+) cells are present within a noncommunicating population of cells (Cx-), there is GJIC between the Cx+ and Cx- cells and that due to this stimulation of GJIC, the bystander effect also occurs when the 2 cell types are mixed. We transfected HeLa cells, which do not express any detectable level of connexin, with Cx43. The Cx+ and Cx- HeLa cells were further transfected with the tk gene, giving 4 phenotypes: Cx+tk-, Cx+tk+, Cx-tk+ and Cx-tk-. We observed GJIC between Cx+ and Cx- cells, but not between Cx- and Cx- cells, regardless of the tk genotype. Similarly, we observed the HSV-tk/GCV bystander effect in Cx+tk-/Cx-tk+ and Cx+tk+/Cx-tk- cocultures. The extent of the bystander effect in cocultures of Cx+tk- and Cx-tk+ cells was stronger than in cocultures of Cx+tk+ and Cx-tk- cells when each mixture had the same ratio of Cx+ and tk+ cells. These results suggest that Cx-expressing HeLa cells stimulate GJIC capacity between them and non-Cx-expressing HeLa cells, which mediates the bystander effect in mixtures of Cx+ cells and Cx- cells in vitro. Thus, Cx expression even in only a limited fraction of tumor cells may enhance the efficacy of the HSV-tk/GCV strategy by inducing a bystander effect.